
LESSON 2  REVELATION   

I Symbolic description of the presence of God.
A.  One seated on the throne
B.  Illumined spirit seen as jewels and a rainbow; appearance only as effects

                of one light, according to how much of the one light we can perceive.
               More light=more precious. 

C.  Sea of glass before the throne.  Unlimited potential
D.  24 elders seated on 24 thrones, clad in white with gold crowns; our 12

                divine faculties begin to function double—inner and outer. Function with 
                wisdom and maturity.

E.  4 living creatures with eyes in front and behind (foresight and hind sight
                and 6 wings

1.  lion—physical nature
2.  ox—emotional nature
3.  face of a man—mentality
4.  eagle—inspirational and intuitive nature leading us higher

F.  When spiritualized, all adoring God

II  Book With 7 Seals—Who is worthy to open the book of self understanding?
                                        Seals= barriers to insight, blocks 
                                        

A.  The Lamb is worthy; gentle, kind, forgiving nature of Spirit gives us un-
                derstanding.

B.  Lamb opens the first 4 seals and a different one of the 4 creatures speak
 1. white horse—purity, has bow and crown = our awareness of Christ

2.  red horse— has sword control of emotions, take peace from the
                         earth, tendency to destruction

3.  black horse—materialism and greed; worry about material needs.
4.  pale horse—fear of death with power over 1/4 of the earth

C.  Fifth Seal—The souls that have been slain
1. under the altar (subconscious)— seek vengeance
    

D.  6th Seal triggers disasters 
1.  earthquake—need to be shaken out of complacency
2.  emerged stronger as a result of the challenge



                    3.  144,000 souls received protective seal of God before the throne
4.  Seeker of the Way not immune to challenge which is a necessary
     part of spiritual unfoldment

E.  Seventh Seal—The Silence and rest
1.  Put God first
2.  Control of emotions
3.  Mind always subject to divine guidance, intuitive.
4.  Death of the physical body not to be feared
5.  Danger of holding on to past hurts
6.  Injuries present opportunity for growth
7.  Within every disaster is a blessing
8.  Take time in the silence, only place to become aware of I AM/

III  Seven angels with trumpets and earth afflicted with disasters:  no explanation
A.  Hail and fire mixed with blood; 1/3 of vegetation destroyed.
B.  Explosion of a volcano; 1/3 of fish killed and 1/3 ships destroyed.
C.  A star called Wormwood poisoned the water
D.  Sun, moon and stars damaged and lost 1/3 light, darkness
E.  Another star fell and opened the shaft to the bottomless pit and out came
      locusts like scorpions. which stung and tortured those who did not have

                seal of God on their foreheads.
F.  Great army of cavalry and slew 1/3 mankind



  


